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Leveled Literacy
Intervention kit--3rd
grade (red)

The Fountas and Pinnell Leveled Literacy intervention program is a reading intervention
program that can be used by reading specialists, special education teachers, and classroom
teachers during I/E. A few of the levels of this intervention program have been purchased for
each building but we have gaps in the levels which makes consistent intervention challenging.
This grant would be used to purchase the red LLI kit which is primarily used for 3rd grade
students but could also be used by younger or older students based on their individual needs.
The LLI program encorporates all of the five components of reading in each lesson and it is one
of the approved reading intervention programs in our district. This LLI program would be used
by the reading specialist and special education teachers daily in our building. We would love to
have our own set since we are currently borrowing from another building to have access to
these materials.

Kim
Carbee

2nd-5th

$

5,776

Kim
Carbee

K-2nd

$

3,979

Grace
Jensen

K-5th

$

520

I am requesting a green LLI kit which is a research-based reading intervention program. The
green kit targets 1st grade readers and it would be used in the specialized reading program to
Fountas and Pinnell
Arbor View
assist struggling readers. The 1st grade year is critical to the reading development of our
Leveled Literacy
Elementary
students and the green LLI program would be a wonderful resource to use with students. The
Intervention kit--Green
program would also be used by the special education teachers and 1st grade teachers in the
building as needed to meet their students' individual reading needs.

Arbor View
Elementary

The Building With Stories kit is designed to increase vocabulary understanding, print
awareness, listening comprehension, communication independence, and word knowledge
through 10 different stories. It will be utilized during a language group taught by the speechlanguage pathologist and resource teacher for students who are currently on an alternately
Building With Stories
paced curriculum/alternate assessment. The program will allow us to continue to support these
students' understanding and use of language in a functional and fun way. Many of these
students use assistive technology to increase their communication and this program provides
lessons that support multimodal communication.

TOTAL ARBOR VIEW ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CLASSROOM GRANTS

$10,275

